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FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the ninth edition of the new style High Lane U3A newsletter. First thing to say is what
do you think of the new look? National Office rebranding has produced a set of logos and a new font
which you can see here. Please feel free to say if you like it or not.
Notable items in this edition include some interesting contributions from members about their
recent and previous activities and this month seems to be poetry month! Limericks are proliferating
and I have kept some for future editions! We also have information about a new photography
competition being organised by National Office; Winter Watch. And thanks to your contributions,
there is even more to read than usual!
There is perhaps some better news as we emerge from lockdown number 2 and figures in the North
West have improved dramatically. And of course, we have the news about vaccines. However, a
recent study found that only 54% of people in the UK (conducted by the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine) said they definitely would be vaccinated. Unfortunately, we are still in Tier 3
which is more restrictive than previously - although Michael Gove tells us that as long as we eat
scotch eggs we’ll be OK! And we will be able to get to the hairdressers.
It’s good that U3A is still very active; it’s been great to see how National Office has developed a
wide range of online opportunities for learning and interaction; you can read about some of these
later in the newsletter. Locally, we had a Committee meeting in November using Zoom where we
discussed arrangements for membership renewals for 2021. Sheila and Les have messages about
this for you below.
I’d like to thank those members who have responded to the survey questions I sent out a couple of
weeks ago. I haven’t had time to do much in the way of a structured analysis of the responses but I
can see that members are finding the newsletter interesting and useful in keeping them up to date
– thanks all! And like Committee and Group Leaders, members find it hard to think of other things
we might be able to do over and above what we are already doing. If you haven’t yet responded it’s
not too late; please do so. We would like your views.
As with the previous editions, this newsletter will be available only by email and on the web.
Hopefully members can share it with their friends who may not have access – post a copy though
their door perhaps.
I’d like to thank those members who have sent me contributions throughout this difficult year; it’s
great to read all these stories. It looks like it will still be some months before we can physically get
together so please keep them coming. Please feel free to share some of your interests, items you
have found that you think would be of interest to other members, places you have visited, books
you have read, films you have seen; your recipes, limericks; the list is endless.
The next main issue will be January so please send your contributions to me before the end of
December. Please send ideas, suggestions and contributions to me at
newslettereditor@highlaneu3a.org.uk
Diane Saxon
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FROM THE CHAIR
November was a good month for news and, of course best of all was the hope of the
vaccines at last. It's a bit too soon to jump up and down for joy and we must be patient
for a while longer, but the good times may at last be on the way. Rest assured that the
Committee are keeping a close watch on developments and doing a lot of forward
planning to prepare for 2021.
You may have seen our article in Inside Hazel Grove and High Lane. If not, here it is.
Hopefully this will help to keep us in the public eye.

This edition contains a detailed financial report from Les, our indefatigable treasurer
which I know you will read with care. We ask you all to support us by renewing your
subscription promptly. There may be those who say that they have not had much for
their money in 2020. I would counter that by saying "What about our prestigious
monthly newsletter, which has kept us informed and lifted our spirits, the competitions
and the online arrangements some group leaders have made, plus our speaker
programme”. If that doesn't equate to good value for a fee of £6 per annum, then I don't
know what does!! Membership fees are essential to the smooth running of High Lane U3A
in the future.
Thank you, in advance for your help.
Keep safe
Sheila
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A PLEA FROM THE TREASURER
One thing I have enjoyed during lockdown is the lack of shopping but please don’t tell the
wife. The increase in online orders and relying on our courier network has been a boon to
the couch potato/online shopper such as me. Rosemary will tell you that getting me to go
shopping is like having a tooth removed. However, this freedom from shopping has taken
me back in time to my childhood when I lived in Disley from the age of 4 to 16. I wasn’t the
best of children being led on by my brother in all sorts of antics, but I have noticed over the
months the return of that old game we used to play “Knock and Run”. Do you remember it?
Knock on someone’s door then leg it down the road before they got to the door. Well it's
back, being played out on a daily basis by the couriers who dump your parcel in the porch
and before you have even got to the front door are driving off down the road in their van.
Talk about safe from Covid they aren't two metres away they are half a mile down the road.
Must admit though funnier still was from a friend whose courier took a photo of the parcel
at the customers door then left a note. “You were not in please ring to rearrange delivery.”
Yes, he took the parcel with him and the customer was at home.
This year in all respects has been unusual. As you know our financial year is 1st Jan to 31st
December with our AGM in Feb and this year has seen a reduction in our membership due
to the fact that we have understandably had very few people joining since March. This has
affected our finances as the majority of the subscriptions received are due in payment to
the Third Age Trust plus other costs which we have at the beginning of the year. More about
that in our AGM which I am sure you will really look forward to bearing in mind it should be a
lot shorter than normal. Even this could be delayed as events with this Corona thing make it
very difficult to plan anything.
The U3A is basically similar to a franchise. We pay the Third Age Trust £3.50 per head to be
part of it and they provide educational/insurance and other support. I have questioned the
Third Age trust about their stance during this pandemic and my opinion remains the same
that they have done nothing to help the people they are supposed to be supporting but
hey who am I to argue. Quite the reverse. They have stated that the payment to them for
2021 will be £3.50 per head as normal increasing to £4 in 2022 which will no doubt have to
be considered by ourselves for the 2022 subscription.
Therefore, we have a large bill to meet to pay the Third Age Trust based on 2020
membership so this will be around £1600. I am delighted with the stance High Lane U3A has
taken over the years to keep our membership fees low and it is bearing this in mind that I in
some ways come to you cap in hand requesting that you continue to support High Lane
U3A in 2021 despite the lack of meetings etc in 2020. Just as an example, one of the local
U3As is not charging next year. They have a similar membership but with a £10 fee. Over the
last 5 years their members have paid £50 with the next year free; however High Lane U3A
will be six years at £6 being only £36 which I still feel is great value.
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If we, as High Lane U3A, did not charge for 2021, we would have to pay £1600 in 2021 and
£1600 in 2022 which would substantially drain our resources. We also have costs re the
website and online talks to meet, so we feel the right course of action is to keep the fees at
our normal low rate.
As Treasurer I feel it’s only right to put the facts to you in saying we still need your
continued support despite the lack of events in 2020 and trust that like me you will
consider the £6 membership fee for next year a good investment in the future of High Lane
U3A.
It only leaves me to request your continued support by joining High Lane U3A for 2021 and
to wish you a Happy and Healthy Christmas and New Year when it comes.
Les Birks

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL 2021
Membership renewal is due in February. The Membership renewal form is being circulated
with this newsletter. Please make sure you complete it fully, preferably in block capitals, so
that our Membership Secretary is able to read your information.
Payment by cheque made out to High Lane U3A or Cash can be posted (or hand delivered
through the door) to either the Membership Secretary or to the Treasurer. Their addresses
are on the renewal form. We are not issuing membership cards at present as it will be
difficult to get them to you. If you know of members who cannot print their forms please
print a form for them.

November talk: Ladies of the Air
In November, a number of us joined a talk organised by
North West Regional U3A entitled Ladies of the Air. Tim
Young from Newmarket U3A presented a very
interesting story of the amazing and very brave women
of the Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA) who delivered some
309,00 aircraft to the RAF during World War II. They
flew with no radios, no flying aids and no guns; they
basically used AA maps and railway lines and rivers to
plot their route. The plane they most liked flying was the
Spitfire. The last ATA Spitfire pilot, Mary Ellis, died in
2018. She was still flying at 98.
Diane Saxon
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CHRISTMAS PARTY
Unfortunately, we can’t have our usual Christmas entertainment and excellent seasonal eats
this year. However, I’ve arranged an online festive celebration, entitled "Tis the season to be
Jolly". I hope we can be together, with a mince-pie and a seasonal drink, in spirit at least. It
has been arranged for our Christmas Party date, so there are no excuses for forgetting it.
The date is Wednesday Dec 9th at 2pm. Enjoy a cracker joke or two, as we reminiscence on
our Christmases past!
Registration for this talk is now
available. Go to
https://mirthy.co.uk/u3ahighlane/ and click on Register.
You will receive an email with the
link you need to join the talk. On
the day of the talk you just need
to click this link and you will be
taken to the correct place. You
will also get reminders nearer
the time.
I sincerely hope that you will
enjoy this event.
Regards
Sheila Harrop

FROM U3A NATIONAL OFFICE
Events
Many National events are already full and have a waitlist. The two here are available as of
today. The winter school programme has some availability but I have not checked all the
courses. I suggest you sign up without delay if you wish to join any of these events. All
events are on Zoom.
An Exploration into Early Egyptian Burial Practices by u3a Subject Advisor for Egyptology;
From Pit Graves to Pyramids: Early Egyptian Burial Practices. Neil Stevenson
Monday, December 14, 2020. 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM GMT
In this talk, Neil will look at burials in Egypt from the pre-dynastic period through to the
pyramid building periods of the Old and Middle Kingdoms. This talk is intended for any u3a
member interested in Ancient Egypt.
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The Bayeux Tapestry and its hidden messages
Catherine Stevenson, Chair of Newcastle u3a, invites you to join her as she unravels the
messages of the famous Bayeux Tapestry.
Tuesday, December 15, 2020. 10:00 AM – 11:15 AM GMT
Nearly 1000 years old, yet this combining of history and art continues to present us with
some evidence of one of the most crucial moments in history but it’s not all
straightforward. It tells of deceit and honour, betrayals and courage with mysteries and
allegories for us to decipher. Let’s delve into this ‘Game of Thrones' to uncover and explore
some of its hidden messages about the characters and events depicted. This historic work
of art has left us with more than just an account of a battle; join Catherine in unravelling it's
haunting messages for today.
Online Maths week
National Office reports that over 400 U3A Members Counted Themselves in For Maths
Week last month. Held alongside Maths Week England, U3A Maths Week consisted of three
interactive sessions for U3A members of all maths abilities.
The feedback has been great with members saying they found the sessions 'enjoyable,
stimulating and inspiring.' The sessions were so popular that we hope to repeat some in the
new year.
I joined a very enjoyable talk by Rob Eastaway where we, the audience, were given a series
of mathematical challenges, most of which we got wrong! Rob is an author of popular maths
books such as Maths on the Back of an Envelope, Why Do Buses Come in Threes? and
Maths for Mums and Dads. His first book was What is a Googly?, an explanation of cricket
for Americans and other newcomers to the game.
Diane Saxon
Your Battle of Britain Stories
Do you or your friends and family have a story to share on Battle of Britain and the Blitz?
U3A members from across the UK have been contributing their experiences.
If you would like to share your stories, please either fill out our online form or contact Trust
Volunteer Carole Chapman for more information.
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Subject Sharing
The learning team, with British History Subject Advisor Ian McCannah, is exploring whether
there is interest in creating a central database of subjects covered by groups across the
country.
The aim would be to facilitate contact across the UK between groups covering the same
topic. This will be run as a pilot focussing only on British History.
If you are interested in this idea, please complete this questionnaire by 16 December. More
details on this project can be found on the Learning National Programmes Page.
Survey with /Together
U3A is asking its members to participate in a major new survey which seeks to find out how
we can heal divides and bring society closer together. This is part of /Together, a coalition
of organisations around the UK. /Together which is chaired by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, is a coalition of many local community organisations as well as household
names such as NHS and the Scouts.
We would like you to use the survey to share your thoughts and ideas including if you think
U3A could play an active role in helping to improve connections between generations and
within our communities. We are collating your survey answers and will pass this on to
/Together.
The survey should only take five minutes. You can take part in the survey here.
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/u3a-together-survey

National Winter School
The Winter School follows on from the success of our online Summer School earlier this
year, and the National Summer School programme that we have run for over twenty
years. This is a wonderful opportunity for peer-to-peer learning. Each week you will
virtually meet u3a members from across the movement and learn together.
From law to gardening, our courses have something for everyone. There are nine courses
ranging from four to six weeks in length. Each course is designed to be as interactive as
possible, with the opportunity to ask questions.
Spaces on these courses are limited, please ensure that you can commit to all the
dates outlined in the event description provided.
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Creative Writing
Tuesday 5th January
to Wednesday 3rd February

Garden Talks

An Introduction to
Philosophy
Thursday 7th January to
Thursday 4th February

Winter and Spring in
English Poetry
Tuesday 19th January to
Tuesday 23rd February

Recorder Ensemble
Monday 18th January to
Monday 15th February

Law for Fun
Monday 11th January to
Monday 1st February

Various dates

Latin Remembered
Wednesday 13th January
to Wednesday 17th
February

Cryptic Crosswords for
Beginners
Monday 25th January to
Friday 26th February
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WALKING
Solvitur Ambulando (walking 1000 miles in 2020)

Solvitur ambulando is a Latin phrase meaning “it is solved by walking.” According to
legend it was first uttered by the Greek philosopher Diogenes. After listening patiently to
another philosopher’s ridiculous “proof” that motion was impossible, Diogenes simply
got up and walked away.
Country Walking magazine who for a number of years have promoted the benefits of
health, enjoyment and pleasure in walking have used this Latin phrase embossed on the
2020 medal for walking 1000 miles.
Well with corvid-19 restrictions throughout most of 2020 our normal activities were
severely limited and walking became our “New Normal. “ To keep active, healthy and to
enjoy the local countryside and wildlife we just “got up and walked away” like Diogenes
above. Pleased to say both Joyce and I have now achieved our 1000 mile walking
challenge in 11 months. We now look forward to the Corvid-19 vaccine and a more normal
2021 when we can meet our family, friends and fellow U3A walkers.

Merlyn & Joyce Young
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A walking story
I received a limerick from Stewart and Lynne Clay:
They’re trying to find their 60’s campsite
“Is it straight on or left? “Maybe it’s right”
They decide over coffee and lemon drizzle
But agree it must have all been pure drivel
Whilst enjoying their Air Rescue flight
I was intrigued by this so asked Stewart and Lynne what the story behind it was. This is their
story.
Yes, I suppose you could say there is a story to the limerick, though not as dramatic as
the last line suggests. I am 74 years old, and my friend Brian is about to hit 77. We are not
serious walkers and in fact, are probably among the most ill-informed, ill-prepared and
ill-equipped walkers you could possibly find. Our wives and kids have been horrified by
our exploits over this period of the Covid crisis and say we have to become more
responsible as they fear a phone call saying we have been rescued by Air Ambulance.
We were indeed trying to locate our old campsite and also our rambling adventures in
the Algreave, Wincle and Dane Valley area when we were fourteen and sixteen years old,
and along with six of our mates, we invaded the countryside from our inner-city
homeland. I have written a poem which encompasses several 'Last of the Summer Wine'
moments we have experienced. We always have a good laugh over a pint at the pub
once we have extricated ourselves from whatever predicament we have stumbled into.
The poem is eight verses and I have entered the first four verses under the title 'The Only
Way Is Up' in the U3A competition. I have both knee and hip problems and possessed
only one walking pole until this week when my kids bought me two very professional
looking Hiking poles so there will be no stopping me now. Brian and I await delivery of our
ice Axes and Crampons from Amazon before launching our three-pronged attack on
Snowdon, Scafell Pike and Ben Nevis. The world is our lobster!
And here is the poem

Two Get Into Trouble - Again

(Just Another Day in The Life Of Brian - And Me)

Sixty years on and one of them swore - he could still smell the campfire smoke
When the other argued, “We used calor gas” - the first said, “But then the stove broke”
They knew the exact location - “As though we’d been there last week”, both said
Off they went arguing, “Which path left or right?”- before deciding, “Let’s go straight
ahead!”
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The two walked on - reinventing their past - until they reached a large “Bull in Field ” sign
“Just warning off walkers, no bull” one said - but they’d keep an eye out for angry Bovine
“To the river - no bridge” - was the next notice ignored - “No problem” they jointly
adjudged
At a “No entry “sign and with the river now rapids - slowly back up the bankside they
trudged
Like a scene out of Swallows and Amazons - they found fallen trees blocking their way
So their painful snails progress was halted once more - for the umpteenth time that day
Then a top-level conference was convened - armed with much cake and a full coffee cup
The options laid out on the wet tree stump table - were go round - back - right- or go up
Going back they said smacked of failure - and to go round would take both day and night
Priority now was Pub not Campsite - and they agreed the best way left - was to go right
More lemon drizzle - and far too much verbal drivel - and yet another hot coffee to supp
But as right proved wrong - it was back to the stump - and the only way left - which was
Up
Showing no fear - the man of the mountains - said it was just one more hill to be climbed
Sherpa Clay - he of dodgy knees, hips and only one stick - was soon left crawling behind
Precarious footholds - snapped branches - and gripped bracken pulling out of the ground
North Face of the Eiger jokes - soon petered out - and the two now made barely a sound
The man of the mountains now stands - a thorny branch held - in each bloodied hand
Ten feet below - and clinging on for dear life - was Sherpa Clay - only just able to stand
A cry of - “we’re b-----d if we try to go up - and b-----d if we try to go down” - was then
heard
So cue some undignified - on all fours scrambling - for the cruel hill - to be slowly
traversed
They were halfway back to their start point - with yet one more sheer hillside to tackle
The flimsy farm fence could be of help - if that noise really was “just harmless crackle”
A swift game of chicken - determined no current - as it left them both standing upright
Without further blood loss - the duo pressed on - but were now cutting a sad sorry sight
They finally peered down one last steep hill - more severe than the last one they ascended
And a fence topped with three barbed wire strands - proved of no help as they descended
So the old mountain goats came sliding down - decrying both Walking and Rambling Clubs
And who needs an Ordnance Survey map - “When we can find our own way to the Pubs!”
Stewart Clay
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LOCKDOWN STORIES
Thank goodness for bubbles
One of the early lockdown easings was the creation of Bubbles whereby people living
alone could alleviate their loneliness by linking with another family unit to visit or even
stay with. As an elderly gent living on my own I was able to form a Bubble with my eldest
daughter and her husband. What a difference that has made to my lockdown existence.
It has been good from the outset that family have regularly phoned and zoomed me, but
how much better it was to have visits from people who were physically there even
though we could not touch. I could actually make a cup of tea for someone other than
myself and have proper conversations. I consider myself a fairly resilient person, happy
in my own company, but I felt "real" again the physical presence of other people.
I must say that I have brilliant neighbours who have kept in regular contact and have
shopped for me and even fed me on occasion, but there is nothing quite like having
people you love come and stay.
My bubble also meant that I could leave home to share in my grandson`s lockdown style
wedding in July ( and incidentally enter a church for the first time since March) My
bubble also made it possible for me to have week`s holiday with my family in their lovely
home in Oundle.
Bubbles must have meant so much to so many people in boosting their physical and
mental wellbeing. It is now October and we are back in lockdown, but whatever else has
to happen please do not take our bubbles away.
Apart from my bubble my other lifeline is the countryside. I feel very privileged to have
so much lovely country on my doorstep, and from the start of lockdown I have followed
government advice to get out and walk each day. I have worked out a fair number of
different walks and one of my favourites is to walk up Mill Lane, turn right at the top and
find myself almost immediately in leafy woodland and rolling fields, with long vistas
across the Cheshire Plain and distant Manchester.
The first time I did this walk I was struck by a sense of Deja Vu. I was transported back
nearly eighty years to when as a small boy living in another period of national crisis,
World War Two, I used to ride on the tram from Levenshulme to the Rising Sun and walk
through to this same spot. There, beyond the woods and fields, towered the massive
slag heap, deserted engine house and flooded mine shaft of Park Pit. An adventure
wonderland for my semi feral friends and I. Now it is a gentle tree covered hill and the
only evidence of the pit is the still flooded shaft.
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Less scenic walks are around the Norbury housing
estates that sprang up in the post war era. These
have their fascinations in tracing the shadows of
long gone field paths that as rights of way still
interlace the road systems. One in particular
follows a stream from Woodsmoor, past Mirrlees
Fields, all the way down to the Lady Brook. A lovely
linear nature reserve a couple of miles long.
Mirrlees Fields themselves are a little wonder of
rural wood and meadow in an entirely urban
setting.
Perhaps other newsletter readers have discovered some hidden local gems whilst
following covid inspired walks. It would be good to hear from them.
David Lloyd
Lockdown surveys
Sometime in September a large package dropped through my letterbox, it was stamped
and headed On Her Majesty’s Service. It turned out to be from The Office of National
Statistics who along with the University of Oxford had been asked by the UK Government to
run a 12-month study into the coronavirus. Its aims are to find out how many people are still
getting Covid 19 or are likely to have had it even if they haven’t realised it at the time.
The plan is to include around 220,000 homes around the UK reflecting the population and
my address had been randomly selected. I and anyone else who was resident here were
invited to take part.
The trial involves a case worker calling once a week for the first five weeks and then every
month through the year, 16 visits in total. The whole procedure has been very simple; the
case worker phones Sunday evening he or she introduces themselves and we arrange a
time that suits me. On arrival she stays outside, following strict Covid guidelines, asks me a
few simple questions and then explains how to take the swab test. I do this alone in the
bathroom; down the back of the throat and each nostril. Slightly unpleasant but no great
hardship. I return the test sealed and labelled and a few days later I get the result. So far, I
am all clear. Should the result be positive I would have to isolate and would be asked if I
would be happy to give a 5ml blood sample to measure the level of antibodies.
The study workers who have visited me have all lost their normal work through Covid19. Last
week it was an aeroplane designer and this week the lady had a dance academy. She was
telling me the things she is doing to try to keep her students interested, she has organised
a Christmas dance online and has even got her local MP to give them a Christmas message.
Everyone is doing their bit to get through this strange time and I am happy to think that in
this little way I too am doing my bit to beat this evil virus.
Dorothy Neillands
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Greengrocer Part 3: The Trials and Tribulations of being a Greengrocer’s wife
The first moment I met Paul he told me that he always wanted his own business. Maybe
that was just to impress me, but several years later after we were married the
opportunity arose. A close friend had had his gent’s outfitters shop come under
compulsory purchase and he wanted an investment. He asked Paul to go into business
with him. I knew this was what Paul wanted and if you don’t take the chance you may
never get another one and I didn’t want to hold him back. At the time I was pregnant with
our first child so I was not earning anything. It was going to be a gamble. They bought a
greengrocer’s shop in Burnage and called it Spuds. They opened on the Monday and on
the Wednesday evening our first son was born. Paul, poor lad was so busy and frazzled
that I never got any flowers and to this day I have never let him forget it. He was usually
up at 5.0am, sometimes earlier and back home at about 6.30pm so times were difficult
with a newborn baby as well. Wednesday afternoon was half day and Saturday was
always a late finish. Our second son was born two years later, and this time I did get
flowers. Paul only saw the children properly on a Sunday as they were in bed when he
got up and in bed when he got home.
The business flourished and Paul bought out his friend after two years. When our
youngest was at play group I worked at the shop every Friday from 10am to 3pm. Our
youngest did his best to stop me from going. He thought that if he hid his pumps which
he had to wear for play group then he wouldn’t be able to go and I would have to stay at
home. The pumps were hidden all over the house. I would find them under the bed,
behind the radiator, in a drawer or hidden amongst his toys and various other places.
I remember that there was no heating in the shop and the door was always open. In the
winter months it was very cold and I had to wear several layers of clothes. I discovered
very long thick socks which were supposed to come up to just over the knee but on me
being such a short arse, they came up to the top of my legs. The only problem was that
they kept slipping down and I was constantly pulling them up. Prices in a greengrocer’s
changed everyday based on what the prices were at the market, so you weren’t able to
remember prices which made things hard for me. We had brown paper bags to put the
fruit in but for some reason we wrapped potatoes in newspaper. The trick was to make a
cone with the newspaper and wrap the potatoes in it. Well I never quite mastered the art
of doing this and consequently the potatoes ended up rolling on the floor. We also sold
wet fish at the shop but I refused to get involved with that.
Paul had two other people that he employed and a Saturday girl. He treated them
extremely well and they in turn were very loyal to him. He would always take them all out
for a meal at Christmas as a thank you.
The customers were all friendly and we had such laughs with them particularly the Polish
Lady who said that Paul was her ‘toy boy’. Paul has the gift of the gab, probably from his
Irish roots and he could charm all the women and persuade them to buy more.
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There was an incident with an enormous scary cockroach that emerged from a box of
bananas and an incident with a mouse that bit Paul and he had to go to the hospital for a
tetanus jab, Paul that is not the mouse. The business did well and the profits were good
so it had been a gamble worth taking. When the opportunity to sell the shop arose, the
time was right to sell. I don’t think it would have been as profitable for the new owner
due to the supermarkets who had started to sell fruit and vegetables.
Barbara Kenneth

A small piece of Whaley Bridge history returns home
Back in approximately 2016 we decided to clear some junk out
of the house. We didn't get rid of much, as usual it was more an
idea than an action, but this small piece of wood stopped us as
we had been advised it had some historical significance to
Whaley Bridge.
Rosemary lived in Whaley for many years and her Godparent,
Ralph Morten Joule lived at an old coaching house called The
Carr at Horwich End famous for being included in “The
Manchester Man” a book written in 1876 by Mrs G. Linnaeus
Banks, the original manuscript held at Chethams Library.
When her Godparent passed away, we inherited this piece of wood and had previously
been told it was from the original
Bridge in Whaley Bridge, so that
afternoon, we travelled to
Whaley to see if it could be
returned to its rightful home. We
knew the Mechanics Institute
had an office for the Parish
Council so knocked on the door
as it was shut, a lady answered
and invited us in and we advised
her that we had a plaque she
may be interested in.
Unbelievably she had just finished typing an information sheet about a Mayoral chair and
plaque made from the same piece of wood, they already had and a shortened version of
an article in the Buxton Advertiser explains the history :After languishing in an attic for 24 years an historic plaque made from the foundations
of the original Whaley Bridge has found its way back to its rightful home.
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The lost carving is a fascinating memento of the former stone structure across Bridge
Street which had connections with one of High Peaks more grisly tales.
Manchester Evening News 27th Feb 1909 reads “The Bridge had been erected over 300
years ago and guarded by troops during the Civil wars 270 years ago as the only portal
from Derbyshire to Cheshire. It was over this bridge in 1648 that the Duke of Hamilton
led the Scots Army with 1500 prisoners from Stockport and imprisoned them in St
Thomas Becket church in Chapel en le Frith. 44 men died earning the church the title
Derbyshire's Black Hole”
The old bridge was declared unsafe in 1899 and rebuilt being finished in 1904, during
demolition it was found the foundations of the old bridge were made of massive logs of
black oak which were given to Ellis Beard, left to dry out and a Mayoral Chair and two
plaques plus several walking sticks were carved by John Beard.
The Mayoral Chair was given to Whaley Bridge UDC, one plaque held by the Beard family
which was returned to sit alongside the Chair and the other plaque was held by the local
Doctor who subsequently gave it to his friend Ralph Morten Joule, Rosemary's
godparent
The town clerk said “The plaques whereabouts remained a mystery until Mrs Birks
knocked on the door. By coincidence I had just been typing some information about the
chair and plaque already in our possession. I instantly recognised it and got the other
plaque out straight away and knew it was the
missing plaque. Thanks to Mrs Birks both plaques
now have pride of place alongside the Mayoral chair
in the reading room at the Mechanics Institute.”
Just to add further background Ellis Beard who
received the original Black Oak wood foundation is
Lynda Heathcotes (nee Beard and one of the U3As
tea ladies) great uncle. What a small world.
Les and Rosemary Birks

CINEMA
Sheila’s recommendations of films each week have produced some gems. A recent film
that produced a wide range of responses was ‘The Awakening’ from 2011, a supernatural
thriller set in Lyme Park. Lyme Hall becomes the haunted house and the Cage a church
which is featured in many scenes. Members liked the setting (of course) and thought it
was well acted but had mixed feelings about the story; some who are not fans of horror
movies found it too scary.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
The November competition "FUNGI" was won by Diane with a lovely bracket fungi taken
near Bramall Hall. Walter was second with a fly agaric fungi, and there was a quadruple
tie for third between Walter, Jeff (twice) and Derek.

In December we will have two competitions - A Household Utensil and Something
Christmassy.
Walter Mason
U3A National Office Winter Watch
As the weather gets colder and we are all restricted from enjoying the usual seasonal
activities that keep us together during this time of year, we are asking u3a members to
share images of their local, personal wintery views and experiences. You are invited to
submit photos to be included in a Winter themed record.
We are looking for winter as you are experiencing it whether this is an image of your garden,
a warming meal, a festive tradition or anything you personally associate with the colder
months. This is not a photography challenge, but a visual record of the season and this
unprecedented time. You may wish to submit a photo of your drawing of a winter scene for
example or a Christmas display. It is up to you how you want to record your experiences of
winter. Please note you should not include any photos of people.
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Photos will be regularly published fortnightly on this page.
https://www.u3a.org.uk/learning/national-programmes/winter-watch There are already
some very dramatic wintry photos on the page.
Please submit your images using this form: https://u3auk.wufoo.com/forms/winter-watchphotograph-project/

QUIZ
This month, we have a quiz from Les. Answers next month.
TRUE OR FALSE
1......Mama Cass from the pop group The Mamas and the Papas died in the same room as
Keith Moon, the drummer from The Who.
2.......Frederic Baur developed the Pringle crisp for Procter and Gamble. When he was buried,
he was buried in a tube of cheese and onion pringles.
3.......We have all heard of Karl Marx but many don’t know that the starting pistol was
invented by his sister Onya
4.......As it's almost xmas there were three Wise Men?
5.......The most CDs sold in 2016 was by an artist called Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
6.......Herbert James “Burt” Munro, set three world records on an Indian motorcycle, one of
which was awarded 36 years after he died

DID YOU KNOW
This would fit nicely with Les’s questions above. Did you know there once was a planet
called George? I tried to write this as a limerick but couldn’t find any suitable rhymes!
In 1781, while looking for comets, Sir William Herschel discovered a seventh planet. He
named it Georgium Sidus, or George's Star for his patron, King George III. The name
wasn’t popular in England and German astronomer Johann Elert Bode named it Uranus
after an ancient Greek god of the sky. George can be seen without a telescope at certain
times of the year. It has a blue hue but is not as bright as the other planets. It is four
times wider than Earth, has more than 30 moons and several thin rings. George orbits
the sun every 84 years, always spinning on its side as if something knocked it over.
Diane Saxon
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QUIZZING WITH ZOOM
A number of U3As are running live quizzes using Zoom. I have joined a couple so far, one
at Madeley U3A and one at Causeway U3A, to see how this works. There are a number of
things we’d have to put in place to do this but it works pretty well.
If there is enough interest, we could think about arranging a Zoom quiz sometime next
year. Please get in touch if you are interested in exploring this idea.
Diane Saxon

GARDENING
Garden flowers became scarcer in the colder weather, but our
gardeners still found colour in their gardens
Also for Remembrance Sunday a hint of remembrance from a
former soldier (Walter - national service!).

Walter Mason
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POETRY PAGE
A poem from Colin Dunn who lives in
Bramhall and is a friend of Pam Curley.
Covid Commuter
(Inspired by ‘Middlesex’ by John Betjeman)
Rumbling into Stockport Station
Jolts the early evening train
Welcomed by a lonely platform –
Covid lockdown here again.

Derek Fielding found this joke. It is
attributed to Henry Morgan, American
humourist 1915-1994
The Eighteen Bottles
−

−
Few commuters stretch the platform
Staking out a safer space
Wearing masks of resignation
Members of a frightened race.
−
I once bemoaned the crowded coaches
Herded in the push and crush.
Now I miss the friendly faces
Happy on the homeward rush.

−

Shall we ever be so carefree,
Standing close and squashing in?
How long before a vaccine frees us
To be sociable again?

−

Walter has been busy thinking about his
groups.

−

There was a good mover from Dancing,
Who impressed with his cha cha cha
prancing.
Till corona left him battered –
Hips and knees shattered.
Now just jigsaws and gin, life enhancing.
There was a keen lady from Gardening
Whose pulse rate was definitely hardening.
Lockdown's killing my joys Can't play with kids'n toys.
What I'd say to Whitty & Co, needs
pardoning!

−

−

−

I had eighteen bottles of whiskey in my
cellar and was told by my wife to empty the
contents of each and every bottle down the
sink, or else...
I said I would and proceeded with the
unpleasant task. I withdrew the cork from
the first bottle and poured the contents
down the sink with the exception of one
glass, which I drank.
I then withdrew the cork from the second
bottle and did likewise with it, with the
exception of one glass, which I drank.
I then withdrew the cork from the third
bottle and poured the whiskey down the
sink which I drank.
I pulled the cork from the fourth bottle down
the sink and poured the bottle down the
glass, which I drank.
I pulled the bottle from the cork of the next
and drank one sink out of it, and threw the
rest down the glass.
I pulled the sink out of the next glass and
poured the cork down the bottle. Then I
corked the sink with the glass, bottled the
drink and drank the pour.
When I had everything emptied, I steadied
the house with one hand, counted the
glasses, corks, bottles, and sinks with the
other, which were twenty-nine, and as the
houses came by I counted them again, and
finally I had all the houses in one bottle,
which I drank.
I'm not under tha affluence of incohol as
some tinkle peep I am. I'm not half as thunk
as you might drink. I fool so feelish I don't
know who is me, and the drunker I stand
here, the longer I get.
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THE HALLÉ IS BACK
Booking for the Hallé’s online Winter Season is now open. Nine concerts filmed and
broadcast to you online. The cost for all nine concerts is £96 or you can purchase each
concert on an individual basis.
The first concert is being broadcast starting from midday on 3 December. Each concert
will be available for up to three months after its release date. See
https://www.halle.co.uk/winter-season-2020/ for details.
The Bridgewater Hall is also showing other online concerts. In October, Jonathan Scott
was at The Holy Name Church, Manchester UK. The excellent programme included music
by Wagner, Vivaldi, F. Schubert, Grison, Bach and Tchaikovsky.
You can listen to the concert on Youtube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdVK3qm8nM4

TODAY’S RECIPE

Recipe taken from Delia Smith's Christmas Easy Magazine December 1983
Mince pies with a difference
¾ x 411 g jar luxury mincemeat
1 x 375 g pack puff pastry (or you can use ready-rolled!)
42 whole blanched almonds
42 fresh cranberries
golden caster sugar, to dust
icing sugar, to serve
milk for brushing
Roll out pastry and cut out 28 x 2 inch (5 cm) pastry discs and arrange them on the
baking tray.
Next, using a 1½ in (4 cm) cutter, press this into the centre of each disc, making an
incision to just three-quarters of the way into the pastry (but be careful not to go right
through). Now brush the edge of each disc with a little milk, then pile about a
teaspoonful of mincemeat into the centre of each disc. Arrange 3 almonds on half the
mince pies and 3 cranberries on the rest, then dust the nuts and cranberries with a little
caster sugar.
Bake at 225C (200C fan) on a high shelf of the oven for 10-12 minutes or till golden,
then remove them to a wire cooling tray. Serve warm, dusted with icing sugar.
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SNIPPETS
On this day, 1 December ….
1135: Henry I reportedly died from ‘a surfeit of lampreys’
1887: Sherlock Holmes first appears in print in "Study in Scarlet" by Arthur Conan Doyle
1919: Lady Nancy Astor sworn in as first female MP
1953 Hugh Hefner publishes first edition of Playboy magazine, featuring Marilyn Monroe
1955: Rosa Parks is arrested
1986: Musée d'Orsay was opened by François Mitterrand in Paris
1990: Tunnel links UK and Europe. Britain and France are joined as the last wall of rock
separating two halves of the Channel Tunnel is breached.

And to finish off this edition! Some old US (thankfully!) advertisements contributed by
Margaret McDermott. Political correctness didn’t exist then.
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